ASCENDANT LIVING BLENDS 1 oz Dosage Level glass bottle
Blends for focused spiritual growth and empowerment with the Ascended Masters and· Illumined Beings of
the Earth's Light Realms.
All blends in the Ascendant Living Blends collection have been co-created with new intricately woven
frequencies through the Vortex Essences to support and unite individuals and groups in worldwide
collaborations serving humanity’s revelation, illumination, enlightenment and getting into their vortex.
They are tested for reformulating each year and revised as required.
The first of these blends were distributed in 2002, to support specific world service groups and master
channels. Beginning in 2005 these blends were expanded in scope and are now formulated directly in
communion with each specific Ascended Master over a period of time, merging the unique qualities our
Vortex Essences, and the gifts each master chooses to imbue into their own signature blend. They are
retired when felt completed in serving to bridge the non-physical to the physical, with new ones inspired by
the human trends and super conscious collective perceptions of needs to best serve.
During these next years of planetary and social restructuring, transfiguring alignments, soul integrations
and new group connections the Light Realm Collaborations will assist in balancing and smoothing your
transitions, empowering your choices and intentions and align you with your chosen ascended master
guides and light realm pathways.
These blends are to be taken under the tongue or in water for the most effective use.
Own Your Life - Divine Director
To follow your intuitive dreams, your moments of Deja Vu, your inner guidance and feelings of loving
connection to your source, is to own your life. To choose to know, to respond in compassionate action to
any challenge, to breathe in hope and healing, and to flow with change is to live your path with outrageous
purpose. To transform in celebration, the prolonged sense of victim suffering into thriving enthusiasm for
new experiences is to claim focused mastery of conscious creation. To appreciate your soul, your source,
your true essence and share your love and clarity and wisdom in gratitude out into the world is your
unique expression and eternal reverence for the leading edge of life expansion. You are a gift to all when
you own your life.
Family Harmony – Djwhal Khul
This blend was formulated to align to the energies of change with the help from the Tibetian, Djwhal Khul,
and your own guidance in the spiritual light realms. It supports the restoration of balance and harmony
within the family framework. Helping to mend conflictive thought forms at core levels of the individual
taking it. Your continual commitment and focused intention to live in a happy, harmonious conscious
family life greatly empowers change that is loving, kind and honoring of all concerned. Family Harmony
can be used ANYTIME you feel it is appropriate.
(Personally and as a family, as a daily treatment, during family events and holiday, on vacation, during
times of challenge).
TO USE : Take under the tongue or in water 1-3x daily for the most effective use for at least 21 days, up to
a six months. Alternating 21 days on then 21 days off.
Reported benefits from parents, children, practitioners, and siblings include
Improved communication of desires and needs in a clear, honest peaceful manner.
Dissolving of entrenched judgments towards others in or out of the family tree.
New perspectives that create a willingness to guide instead of control a child’s choices and actions.
A deeper sense of self and worthiness Improved acceptance of each individual’s gifts, abilities, and role
within the family’s lifestyle. Family Harmony can accelerate the conscious transformation of cellular stored

addictive patterns such as, yet not limited to: abuse; neglect; co-dependent patterns expressing as anger;
criticism; competition; comparison; labeling; bargaining; negative beliefs about weight; emotional eating;
depression; victim thinking, falsehood, and defensive tendencies.
Immune Protection – Djwhal Khul
Suggested for daily use as a natural protection of the human immune system.
It works best when taken under the tongue 3-5 times daily at 6 drops each dose. It can be placed with
distilled water in a spray bottle and spritzed over your head and face, breathing in as one does when using
colloidal silver. It can also be utilized blended with oils and other products used in massage for immune
support, to encourage your body’s electrical system to repair and restore the body’s natural defenses. This
blend formula is tested each year and has been successfully supporting individuals since 2004.
Inner Peace – Djwhal Khul
Return to the Natural State of cellular intelligence of Inner Peace. For those truly choosing to live and
create in peace; body, mind, and spirit. Aligned to global peace in world service through the balance and
love of self.
~ invokes cellular oneness
~ assists the balance of polarity thinking
~ helps to access and maintain your still point
~ enhances clear telepathy communication
~ directs calibration of subtle bodies towards peace
Transcendence – Djwhal Khul
This blend has been developed and formulated to ignite the awakening, activation and integration of
the Adam Kadmon Light Body with your physical form. Once stabilized and grounded into the present
NOW moment, your light body can be calibrated with the taking of this essence for clearing any and all
earthly survival instincts, transcending physical death, inter-dimensional travel, teleportation, and group
merkabic time/space travel. It establishes the vibrational signature of conscious active service to the
Spiritual Hierarchy. Many new uses and techniques become known as one masters the embodiment of the
Light Body and the divine blueprint. Suggested use: Begin taking 3-5 drops each night at bedtime for 1-3
weeks. Then test for more frequent use, as guided. DK states” the light body is the part of your
consciousness that you take from lifetime to lifetime, from incarnation to incarnation and it is also the part
of your consciousness that some day, when you are done with this physical structure, it will be the record
keeper for going into the next level. We want the light body to be filled with light and not weighed down,
both ways of saying light and as full or expansive as possible. When the light body is very well developed
teleportation is possible. You can do many, many things, but it is another way of developing
communications. We have worked before with the advanced telepathy and some of the other things that I
have been teaching you over a period of time now. It is another way of communication, light body to light
body. So, again, it accelerates communication as well”
Direction and Purpose – El Moyra
Step by step, thought by thought, decision by choice Ascended Master El Morya will guide you personally
to discover your true self and desires for this lifetime. Awaken and unfold your highest potential, merge the
truths of the ages into your own unique expression of the one. First Ray Divine Will. Love. Freedom.
Peace. Joy. Which color ray of creation and illumination does your heart call to for growth and fulfillment.
What makes you happy? How do you create your day? What choices and thoughts begin your morning
routine? What feelings are you focused upon? Will you choose to align to your highest good as a beginning
to your life’s conscious direction and purpose? Do you accept being centered in balance, discerning and
allowing; responsible for your participation in taking action upon your inner knowing? YES, then let us
begin.
Treasure Chest – Hilarion
Are you ready to open your treasure chest and know the riches of life experiences that fill your coffers?!
What qualities and skills will you share and offer to the world right now? What material gems of wealth
will color your legacy to the future life streams of earth and the cosmos? What gifts of the light realms are
seeded within you waiting for the perfect frequencies and vibrational vitality to awakeninto service at this

time? Does your treasure chest hold a new vision, oh so special star codes only you can open. Perhaps an
ancient alchemy of joy that makes a smile appear when another draws near your presence. Allow the
assistance of Hilarion’s Treasure Chest blend to help you know your worth, your value now and beyond
time. Feel the welcome and love that comes in taking this blend, it is far greater than the challenges that
lead you to decipher your wants and desires here on earth. It is a wholeness of source awareness that shines
your light brightly from the treasure chest within.
Reverence For Life - Kuthumi
In the coming of the Age of Peace, the focus of Ascended Master Kuthumi will continue to serve your
awakening greater self love and divine wisdom of your soul. Applying your love and wisdom in each
thought and action of your life begins with self; and the acceptance of all other life forms as unique and
divine. Transgressions of another’s sovereignty may be healed when a soul recognizes the sacredness of all
life itself as an expression of Oneness. A deep reverence for all life forms within one’s environment, and
conscious choice of how you will establish your communication and relationship with each one, opens the
potential for personal and global peace. Humanity’s earth stewardship begins at home. Feed your birds,
give thanks for your animal companions and honor their gifts to you. Care for them with love. Study the
gifts of your landscaping, of plants and trees and receive their vibrational assistance in each moment and
connect to their nature when challenges arise. Care to know the reverence for life and you will be a master
of love and wisdom. Balance and control your conflicting thoughts and emotions. Begin, continue, and
expand your understanding to others. Now is the time, earth is the place, may your actions light the way.
Karma Relief – Lady Portia
“I am the creator of my life experience and do so consciously, lovingly and in source empowered freewill.”
Lady Portia. Karma Relief is Vortex Essences alliance in bringing relief to your body, mind and spirit,
when karmic patterning is recreating past scenarios and relationships in your current life experiences.
Vortex Essences has chosen to offer this blend in support for those who reach to empower self in harmony,
conscious well-being and illumination from the inside out. Karma Relief blend will assist you in aligning
your electrical system to set your current choices as the first priority and response to Life’s challenges.
Comfort and Joy – Mother Mary
When awakening to your true divine nature and love, allow the comfort and joy Mother Mary offers with
this blend embrace you; flow through you, helping you transform the deepest of separations and traumas.
Gentle understandings will come as you willingly receive her divine love of heart. Rejoice, for we are
eternal in the light of God Oneness, and born to remember the joy of enlightenment, illumination and Christ
awareness. Comfort and Joy, honors and supports the many women and men who’s path of service
embraces the whole of humanity, and leads them into many new paradigms of family, organizations, and
social service.
New Renaissance – Paul the Venecian
This blend offers a catalyst of enlightenment through the arts, preserving the brilliant creations of humanity
that portray the natural beauty and joyful light filled expressions possible in a life lived focused on good
and coming from love, compassion and understanding. This co-creation offers the alchemy of self
discipline and discernment. Claim your mastery of liberty and freedom for all through the arts of humanity.
The Artists of Life. Words cannot express the vibrations flowing to you before you have seen the vision of
your own making birthed from your dance with beauty, in grace, expressing ease. Embody your own
signature of the new renaissance of revelation and connection to the creative fields of new earth. A special
oil blend is also available online
Understanding in Compassion – Quan Yin
This blend was inspired directly from Quan Yin while meditating on how to assist many of humanity who
are experiencing sensory overload and confusion in stating choices, making decisions, and truly
understanding what path or next step is in their highest good. With greater willingness to allow for a new
understanding of the vibration of compassion, Quan Yin urges you to focus on self. Intending on dissolving
beliefs created from self criticism, judgment and victimization while turning your attention and thoughts to
what you desire to create in this lifetime. Following a cheerful heart and turning your complaints from I
can’t to I can; I won’t to I will and so on. By loving one’s self, one can become aware of the past dualistic

patterns, fight or flight reactions. With focused concentration and loving use of the frequencies of
compassion and understanding you can collapse even the most extreme swings of the senses and turn them
into something new. “I see and feel my world from my peaceful center, mindful of my next best step and
choice to make. I empower my compassionate thoughts and actions to direct my life.”
Inner Revelations - Sananda
“I walk with you at all times. I am with you to spark the flame of the divine within you.” What truth and
revelation of your human experience, in living, do you call forth at this time to move you deeper, make you
stronger and more flexible to see the true nature of your being? What part do you take and choose to play in
human events of this moment? How may you serve? Allow Sananda to love and guide you, and feed your
creative potential and bring your “ah hah!” moments alive each and every day. You will find him in your
heart and see him in your third /inner eye. Reveal and celebrate - revelation!
Life Source – Sanat Kumara
Breathe in your life source. Consciously breath when you find yourself believing you are separate and
afraid – when you are in lack. Call upon Sanat Kumara, his presence surrounds you here on earth. “Breathe
my name and I will fill you with source energies that liven your step, excite your imagination, and bring
you great happiness and joy. BREATHE!” Ask and I will teach you to breathe light so you may experience
your life’s source. Receive your birthright now!
For All My Gatekeepers – St Germain
A specially prepared blend to embrace and empower the gatekeepers of earth to bring into this now
moment their vast skills and merge them into practical application to the current directives of the spiritual
hierarchy and Ascended Master St Germain. Conscious soul integration is assisted, and acquisition of
stored funding is magnetized to its creator when taken orally. Allow F.U.N. Freedom Union Now, to
become the focused drive of your service. It is time! - to play in the light and love of your I AM.

